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Terms and Conditions
LEGAL NOTICE

The Publisher has strived to be as accurate and complete as possible in the creation
of this report, notwithstanding the fact that she does not warrant or represent at
any time that the contents within are accurate due to the rapidly changing nature of
the Internet.

While all attempts have been made to verify information provided in this
publication, the Publisher assumes no responsibility for errors, omissions, or
contrary interpretation of the subject matter herein. Any perceived slights of
specific persons, peoples, or organizations are unintentional.

In practical advice books, like anything else in life, there are no guarantees of
income made. Readers are cautioned to reply on their own judgment about their
individual circumstances to act accordingly.

This book is not intended for use as a source of legal, business, accounting or
financial advice. All readers are advised to seek services of competent professionals
in legal, business, accounting and finance fields.

You are encouraged to print this book for easy reading.
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Introduction
Buoyancy verifies whether the object in the water will sink or not. Buoyancy in actually
measures the density difference of the object and the gas it dislodges. It measure the
two opposite forces, one pressuring from downward and the other from the upwards.
The object sinks in the water, when the object’s density is more than the water’s density,
whereas the object floats when the object’s volume is lesser than water. In other words,
greater the buoyant force, greater is the floating.

If we relate this concept to real life, buoyancy means the ability to float from adversity
and not to sink in it. It’s the force that abstains you from sinking in your trials. The force
that keeps your senses gathered and does not make you get out of focus from your goal.
There are three types of buoyant forces; positive buoyancy, negative buoyancy and
neutral buoyancy.
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Positive Buoyancy

Positive buoyancy is when the buoyant force is greater than the fluid’s weight. In
practical definition of life, positive buoyancy is when the resilience of a person is greater
than the set back. A person who is more optimistic, patient, and cheerful does not sink
in the pit of melancholy, nor allows the problems to drown him.

Negative Buoyancy

Negative buoyancy is when the object’s volume is greater than the fluid, resulting in its
sink age. When the person is weak at resilience, he tends to easily sink in the
troublesome pressures. He ceases to stay afloat in unfavorable conditions. A person
who easily loses hope, gets immediately upset, frightens from the situation, loses his
nerves when confronted with a setback is considered to be weak in resilience and easily
gets drenched.

Neutral Buoyancy

Neutral buoyancy is when the object’s weight is equivalent to that of the fluid. It’s
neither a good condition nor a bad one. A person in real life in this state is like a
swimmer, once you are moving in opposite to the challenging waves of life, you are safe
but once you lose track and direction, you drown immediately.

One has to ensure that they don’t fall in negative and neutral buoyancy in life; else they
will keep facing failure for life. Being at positive buoyancy is not difficult; certain tactics
have to be learnt, which can result in the ‘new you’ in no time.
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What is Pain?
What is pain in actual and how does the accumulated pain becomes a barbaric wave,
which can harm our soul at large. Pain can also be defined as a very intense level of a
discomfort, which is due to psychological and physiological factors primarily. Pain in
physical is the accidents you meet in life, harming your body which in return affects your
mind set.

Paul met an accident three years ago, which resulted in his leg amputation, leaving him
and his mind in despair and anguish. The physiological pain ultimately affected his
psychology, leaving him depressed and in a state of inferiority complex, for now he
cannot do all the normal things as before. Your mind and body are interlinked; one
cannot work when the other is not well. It is very important to keep both healthy to
make your life prosperous.

Jane is an enthusiastic writer, but she has certain phobias which she can’t help, like the
phobia of interacting with people, the phobia of being an extrovert and joining parties.
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She is safe in her nut shell and does not like to mingle much, and when it is demanded,
she becomes so overly conscious about herself that she reliefs herself with anti-
depressants.

Jane is a beautiful girl but her insecurities and fear developed by herself in the mind, do
not let her do what she can do like all. Her disturbed psychology affects her physiology
so much that her body starts behaving in an abnormal way too, like the loss of eye
contact with people, timid body postures, bending while walking, and exhibiting
nervousness at large, adds nothing but destruction to her beautiful personality.

Mind and body have to be tuned upon the same frequencies to make you all ready and
upbeat to face the life challenges.
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How to Develop Inner Resilience &
Ability to Float
In today’s tide of time, every second we are updated with different news occurring in
the world. The news can be any, either of a tragic incident of a plane crash,
assassinations, weather disasters or political up rest in a nation. The same news effects
different people in a different way, some get deep rooted sentimental at it and cannot
recover from the trance really soon, some do not much take it to heart, while some get
effected but try to normal themselves, before going more depressed.

The force which brings your spirit back from being drowned to dejection is called as
buoyancy. This force exists in all but with varied frequencies; some have cut sharp
resilience to face adversity, while some have weaker nodes in coming out of the despair.
It is a force which abstain you from sinking into despair.

Everyone in life phases certain moments of sinking, where they at times lose their
capabilities to stand up again to face the world. This piece of information will allow you
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to realize and accept such sinking moments, but refrain your soul from going
underneath.

Steve was a happily married and a well settled chartered accountant until he lost his
wife in a car accident and then life never remained the same for him. He had lost the
entire urge to live and strive in life. His hopes had got rusted and his aims to lead a
successful life got buried with his wife in her grave. He was a father of three and the
death of his wife was nothing but an endless melancholy to him.

The father who loved his family above all, was now locked in a room, leaving his kids in
the hands of Nanny to look after. He had forgotten that since long he had not seen his
children with full gaze of attention.

Does this mean that his life had really ended? The purpose to live had really faded away?
No! It was Steve’s weak nodes which further drowned him to the melancholy, ceasing
him to stand up tall and face the adversity in the face and move on in life.

The moment Steve accepted this bitter truth and forced himself to come back to life,
things started changing for him. His connection with his children started getting stronger
day by day and now he would love them more intensely because of the woman, he once
had in his life. He changed his adversity into a challenge to live and wasted not, what
was left with him. His positive approach changed everything that he started pulling
himself back to the ordinary life routine in a much cheerful way.

Can buoyancy be learnt? Is it factual to stay at calm nerves after tragedies? Can ‘inner
buoyancy’ be practiced? Can one‘s mind set be programmed in a way that they learn to
control their hyper sentimental nodes in tragic moments? Are few questions you might
be asking yourself after reading the above context.

Well! Yes! It really can be practiced and by all means is in one’s control. By following the
below mentioned ways, one can easily enhance their optimistic approach towards life.
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Envisage Your Floating Side

For instance, you are resting on a beach bench on warm sunny day and you see a child
playing with a beach ball. Suddenly the beach ball loses his hold and reaches the middle
waves of the water, leaving the little boy sad. As you gaze at the ball, you see the heavy
waves thrashing the rock, banging the ball here and there, engulfing it in its trap, but the
ball filled with ‘air’ floats on top the waves like a brave survivor.

Now come back to your life and think of these things:

1. Beach Ball
2. Spanking waves
3. Air

Consider the ‘beach ball’ is you and ‘spanking waves’ are your sinking moments of life,
the gloomy days which give you a great setback when you even think about them and
lastly, the ‘air’ is your inner capability which will admonish you from sinking in the cruel
hands of merciless waves coming towards you.

Now scrutinize yourself and see what is your ‘air’ that can make you fight these waves
like a warrior and raise you floating? The ‘air’ is nothing but the optimism, cheerfulness,
inner strength, inner motivation spirit and inner spiritual power, which drives one to
accept the challenge and float on top of all the waves, without being engulfed in the pit.

Jonson is a hard worker but corporate politics prevailing in the company always keeps
his profile lower in front of the higher management. What can be his ‘air’ to make him
float these vicious corporate waves of biasness? His ‘air’ can be strong communication
skills, strong interpersonal skills and extrovert nature. Instead of accepting the politics
and feeling bad about himself, he should work upon his ‘air’ traits and improve his
position in front of the higher management, by communicating and interacting upon
timely basis.

Realize your ‘air’ traits and enhance them, to improve the quality of life. Do not let the
thrashing waves of bad days belittle you. This ‘air’ trait will never let you sink and shall
always make you float like a warrior. Unleash your buoyant traits and keep on
enhancing them all life, so no fear can capture your heart, turning It to a total failure.
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Enhance Resilience Intensity

We all know bad news travels quicker and for a longer frequency than good news, so is
the case with bad rumors! This is because of the negativity within and around us; which
attracts the negative and repels the positive. Enhance your optimistic nature by
‘spreading happiness and good words’, by appreciating the goodness in the people and
in the surrounding, by complaining less and thanking more, by taking less and giving
more.

With this practice of few days, you feel start to feel a change within yourself, a positive
change which will make your life goals more clear and defined.
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How to Build A State of Positive
Attitude & Positive Beliefs?
If you are wearing a glasses with dust on its glass and suddenly you bump into a woman
who was carrying a fruit basket, making all her fruits fall from the basket, leaving her
bewildered! Whose mistake is it? Yours? Or of the old woman carrying the fruit basket?

If you had cleaned the dust off your glasses, your vision would not have gone blur, nor
would have harmed you by bumping, nor would have done the damage by making all
the fruits fall from the basket.

The above mentioned example denotes deeply with the phenomena of positive attitude,
if your mind is not free from all negativities, you can never do right things in your life. To
walk watchfully in life, one must ensure the lens he is wearing is exempted from all sorts
of dirt.

To spread happiness and positivity, one has to first tune his inner self, in order to bring a
change in others. “You become what your thoughts are” is a very famous quote, let’s
see how far is it true by viewing the below mentioned “Ice berg phenomena”
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Imagine yourself as this Ice berg, only 10% of the berg is above the sea level, while the 90% of it
is in the sea level. This is your personality, only 10% is visible to the world while 90% is hidden,
but this 10% is the reflection of the 90% hidden from the world.

When a person takes optimistic decisions, it reveals his rooted positive thinking, which is
reflected through his positive decision making (the 10% aspect of the berg, above the sea level).
While when a person does a crime, the crime itself speaks about his weak beliefs and bad ethics
rooted in his personality, which were unknown from the world, but now unleashed through his
crime.

Your thoughts make your beliefs and your beliefs make your attitude, make your thoughts
positive and the rest will get alright itself, is what all say, but how factual is it? Is the realization
enough or one has to practice the positive attitude to maintain it?

PA = (K+S)*W

Positive attitude = (Knowledge + Skill)*Willingness

Imagine you are in an examination hall, the examiner presents you the question paper,
you are happy that you know the exam, you have the knowledge and the skill too but
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just for a thought, you don’t ‘feel’ like attempting the exam, will you pass the exam? Of
course not!

Knowledge and skill is important but if the drive of ‘willingness’ to change is not present
than the whole effort is multiplied to zero, which is zero itself!

Susan had the treadmill at home to keep herself fit and health, she is well aware how
necessary it is to stay health and her body is all fine that she can use the machine, but
she doesn’t keep the ‘willingness’ to do, will it slim her?

Positive attitude is only learnt when you practice the ‘willingness to change’, when you
leave your comfort zone and trim down the sharp edges of your personality and smooth
them with efforts.

Keep Your Faith Elevated!

What’s gone is gone! What happened has happened! What has been taken is taken!
Now instead of whining upon what’s ‘missing’, concentrate on what you have ‘right
now’. This trait of being thankful at what you have will keep your spirits high at faith and
guide you more to the enthusiastic path of life.

Never forget the beach ball and wave’s example, it is important to keep it in mind that a
cheerful nature can mend many things in life, do not let sad days act as waves, never let
it succeed in drowning you in the bottom of nowhere.
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How to Increase Pressure Resistance
for Ultimate Resilience?
Let us look upon the following methods to increase the pressure tolerance in our
personalities, to avoid faulty tomorrows.

Self-Talk

Talk to yourself about the pain you are currently facing and try to find out the reasons to
‘why’ are you in this position of pain, ‘what’ lead you to be in such a state and ‘how’ can
you pull yourself out of it. ‘Why’ are you not progressing in your business, ‘what’
strategy made you land up to such a loss and ‘what’ alternative strategies can you now
use to bridge the loss and again enter the market with firm image. ‘Why’, ‘how’ and
‘what’ can change your life completely, if you lay a focus on them attentively.

Mind & Body Exercise

When in frame of pain, divert your mind and body from the situation in order to
overcome it. Exercise mind exercises like lying down and breathing deep, this actually
provides oxygen to your mind, soothing your nerves and circulating blood in the body
rationally.

According to a research, a walk in a garden is trillion times better than a pill before the
sleep. Expose yourself to natural remedies than medication without a thought. Keep
yourself fit with mind and body through workouts, it automatically releases your stress
and calms down your pressure nodes.
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Stay in influencers

Company matters at large! Mingle with people who are positive at thoughts and actions,
for they will appreciate you and encourage you in your hard times. Such people are
termed as ‘influencers’, they emit positive rays in the form of good positive words, kind
gestures, good listening capability and a supportive shoulder to cry upon. If you are
surrounded by negative people, who dump your ideas all the time and make you blame
for your bad times, move away from them in no time. Such people can only make you
feel worse and nothing else. Such people will only push you to adversity more rather
pull you out of it.
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5 Essential Steps of Positive
Thinking To recover After Setbacks

1. Change Your Lens to Become More Lively!

Change your thought process, if a glass is placed half empty then do think upon its half
filling as well. There are always two sides of the same picture, which we fail to see at
times. Don’t jump to conclusions without analyzing the situations in life; this is the
major setback nowadays.

To see the life with a positive aspect, you need to change your inner beliefs into positive
energies at first. If your glasses are filled with dirt, don’t blame the paths of life to be
crooked, it was your fault, you didn’t clean the glasses to see the path properly. The
glasses denotes your mind, the more it is filled with positive thoughts, the clearer the
path gets and the more it dusted with negative thoughts, the higher is the risk of falling
on the unseen path.

2. Change ‘I’ phenomena to ‘You Attitude’ and Become
Extremely Enthusiastic

One can only start to think and act positive, when one comes out of the ‘I’ phenomena,
‘I’ wanted this, ‘I’ did not get the treatment right, ‘I’ was not welcomed warmly, ‘I’ am
facing this and nobody cares, has damaged the lives of many.

When one comes out of ‘I’, they see the world differently. The realization of how others
are suffering in their lives, how badly they are inflicted with diseases, what a tragic life
are they leading, changes everything. From a taker you become a giver; changing your
inner self from ‘I’ to ‘You’, which ultimately transforms you from an ‘I phenomena’ to
‘you attitude’. When you start sharing and spreading smiles, you ultimately become
happy inside.
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3. Think Gratefulness

Take an empty jar and label it as “thankful moments’, now each day think of one good
thing you have in life, write it down on the piece of paper, fold it and place it back in the
jar. After a month or so open the jar and read back all the good things you are bestowed
in life, you will be amazed at the results and it will ultimately make you grateful for who
you are and what all you have.

No matter how troubling the life is, but if you have a complete family, a one nice friend
and a house to live, trust me you better than thousands, for many are deprived from
these necessities even. Look at your blessings around and I’m sure you will be
astonished to find, how generously you have been bestowed.

4. Embrace Happiness

Do not wait for circumstances to become happy, create them in your own way.
Happiness is not a phase or a mood, take it as an art and blend it well to the recipe of
life, you will amazed to see the results. The person, who knows how to smile and fight
back tears in the moments of grief, is the toughest of all.

5. Unleash your ‘Inner Warrior’

“The only trap I must beware not to fall into is to think that each day is the same as
the next. In fact, each morning brings with it a hidden miracle, and we must pay

attention to this miracle.”

― Paulo Coelho, Warrior of the Light
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For those who are not aware of their own inner warrior, should read the Paulo Coelho’s
famous book “Warrior of light”. It is an exceptionally self-discovering book, which will
make you think things which you never thought before about yourself. It is a highly
recommended book, if you need to change your life on the spot and take it to the new
positive direction.

Think life as a battlefield, and fight the enemy (troubles, worries and pains) right in the
eye fearlessly. Take every trial as a war and kill it with your inner force of happiness and
patience for you are meant to win in life and not lose from it in vain. Falling down is not
a failure; not standing again to fight the enemy is the real failure. So stand up again,
each time the pain and troubles knock you down and win the battle with courage and
will.

One may ask that ok “I will do all these things, but what are the results?”, “How will I
know if it’s helping me?” Well! ‘Thinking’ and ‘acting’ positive not only helps your
beliefs but it also brings a lot of psychological and physiological changes in your body as
well.
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Impact of Positive Thinking on Mind
& Body

Positive Thinkers Cope With Stress More Proficiently

According to a research, people who always talk and act positive are more capable in
handling stress than those who are not. Positive thinkers have proved to stay in control
at their nerves more easily than those who have been losing their tempers easily even in
mild conditions.

The question is “how positive thinkers handle stress easily?” the answer to this is,
positive thinkers always turn a setback into an ‘opportunity’, they are always looking for
other alternatives to solve the same problem in a positive manner. They don’t lose
hopes instantly when a difficult situation strikes them nor do they blame others for it,
they face the situation and tackle it in their own way.

Positive Thinkers Have Enhanced Immunity

It has been biologically proved that your brain is directly wired to your body and so are
the thoughts. The thoughts which you build in your brain affect your body language at
large and incline it to behave in that same way, you prepared it to act. Positive thoughts
release emotions of enthusiasm, courage, will power and happiness, which keep the
health of a person fit and more immune to negative situations. Such people tend to be
more smiley, healthy and creative at personality because they don’t slave their minds in
the dungeons of negativity and despair.
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Positive Thinking Makes You More Resilient

Resilient is the ability to handle the problems. People who are Resilient tend to face the
problem with much bravery and confrontation rather than those who are weak in it. The
same situation can make different people act differently, for example a fire in the
building can make some panicked while can make some take the charge to stop the fire.
Resilience can be practiced and learnt by controlling your nerves in adverse conditions
and acting in a more stable way.
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Impact of Positive Emotions on
Health
A research was conducted to analyze the Impact of positive emotions on mind and body,
in which the researchers divide people into two groups. The first group of people was
given the training of loving-kindness meditation in ancient way; while the other group
was made to wait. The first group took training an hour longer including meditation,
which the second group was not given.

The first group was given classes each week; this was repeated for total six weeks. The
first group was asked to practice meditation even at home, in which they were asked to
interact with their family and notify emotions. After two weeks of practice, they were
asked to report upon their experience. The results from the first group were brilliantly
overwhelming! They shared their experiences upon strong bonding with family, peace of
mind, blissful mood and relaxed mind.

Every participant was assessed at health, before the experiment started and so was the
readings taken, after the experiment. The heart rates of the participants were notified
and to surprise, those participants, who practiced meditation for longer time were
better at health in comparison to the second group.

The research proved certain facts mentioned below:

 People who were made to learn love-kindness medication showed great changes
in their attitude. They were more happy, satisfied and amused than those who
were in the waiting list.

 People of the first group were more healthy and active at “vagal tone” than
others. Vagal tone determines the cardiovascular health in a person.

 The research proves that optimism and positive emotions can be learnt, which
ultimately boosts up the health of an individual.
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 People of the first group were more kind, altruistic and caring towards their
surrounding than the rest. It proves that positive thinking initiates positive
emotions and positive emotions trigger positive thinking, which enhances
positive mood in the form of happiness and humbleness.

The most important thing revealed in the research was that, to inculcate positive
energies, one must socially interact and coordinate with others. Interaction makes you
share your ideas, beliefs with other and makes you listen about them, which in return
dims your stress factors and deprives you from the feeling of loneliness.

People with strong positive attitudes are always seen to be more extroverts, friendly
and cheerful publicly. They are more caring and kind towards others and are more
concerned about their social responsibilities in comparison to those who are not
positive.
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Self-Test: Are You A Positive Thinker
Or Negative Thinker?
A man is what his thoughts are, is the most influential phase of all time, but how many
of us actually know if we are the positive thinker or negative thinkers? How many of us
know that to what extend are we positive and to what extend are we negative?

How much percent of our personality needs to be tuned to positivity and how much of it
has to be trimmed off? This can be analyzed generally by taking the below mentioned
quiz. Make sure you fill it rationally and with honesty, and then only you can evaluate
which attitude dominates you.

Positive attitude stems from self-Esteem, the more you think positive about your
esteem, the more you get successful in life. Not only this, but self-esteem is very much
important in achieving your life goals with a clear mind and focused vision. This test is
basically to test how positive are you in your attitude, which shapes your personality.
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People with high self-Esteem are generally said to be more optimistic about themselves
as well as towards others. They are seen to be more communicative, interactive and
more helpful to their surroundings.

Answer the following questions with the below mentioned scaling:

0 = Never, 1 = Occasionally, 2 = More than Half the time and 3 = Always

1. I am very much sure about myself and my capabilities.

2. I am very comfortable when it comes to do any group activity.

3. I am ready to share the responsibility when things go wrong.

4. I can say “No” to people, when I know I can’t do a certain thing.

5. I am a risk taker.

6. I like to share the credit with others, rather taking it all myself.

7. I like it when someone compliments.

8. When I set goals, I can imagine achieving them.

9. I am a good listener.

10. I stay positive even in challenges

11. I am well aware that my good attitude with others is ultimately my success.

12. Generally people discuss me as a ‘positive’ person.

13. I see the positive qualities first in people, rather negative.

14. I like turning every challenge into an opportunity.

15. I understand that my attitude lays great impact upon how I respond to the

challenges.

After you have honestly rated yourself, add up your total points and check your result.

38 to 45 - High Self-Esteem: if you have scored in between these, it means you are a
person with High self esteem. You are a confident person who is well aware with his/her
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capabilities and abilities. People falling in this category are highly positive, which is a
sign of a strong personality.

30 to 45 - Relatively Good Self-Esteem: those who fall under this category are good a
thoughts but can at times deviate from positive thing too. Such people need to stay
intact with positive attitude building constantly, to show consistent fruitful results.

23 to 29 - Moderate Self-Esteem: People of this category are at border line of positive
attitude. People with these scorings tend to be quite confused about themselves, they
clearly not know much what they want from life. They are the ones who probably look
to others to decide for them and majorly take decisions in life by asking others their
opinion too much. You tend to lose your identity when you rely your decision making
power upon others too much.

15 to 22 - Low Self-Esteem: at this rating you are doubtful about yourself at large and
uncertainty takes you nowhere but to further negativity about yourself. At this point
you still can change your thoughts to improve; else you can enter the danger zone of
extreme negative image about yourself.

0 to 14 - Negative Self-Esteem: People falling under these figures are highly negative
people, who are themselves enough to let themselves down. When they face any
challenging situation, they blame themselves first; they shatter their own trust first by
not believing in themselves. They are negative at thoughts, which make them negative
in actions as well. They are not appreciative and thankful towards life and others. If you
fall in this category then you need to focus upon yourself seriously, examine your
attitude, your actions and strive hard to change it, then only you can bring a good
change in yourself, else you are doomed!
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Conclusion
A healthy mind always does constructive work; therefore it is very much necessary to
streamline your thoughts on the positive path, to lead a successful life. Life is not always
a bed of roses, but with internal strength, inner resilience and positive buoyant force,
one can always beat the negative tides in life.

Feed your brain with positive words and it shall give you a positive body exempted from
stress and depression. Confronting a challenge is though bravery, but real bravery is
when the trial and damage has passed, you do not let its side effects affect you.

Never let your inner warrior lose from the battlefield of life! Never let your inner warrior
drench in fears which can kill your soul in no time. A warrior fights life by facing it
straight in the eye with courage and zest.
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Resources
I hope you enjoyed reading The Inner Buoyancy. In the following pages, you’ll find
resources that are more focused on the specific areas you might want to work on.

Feel free to check them out and get them if you need specific help on that area of your
life.

With that, I’ll leave you to explore the resources on the following pages. Hope you
enjoyed this eBook & may the universe bring you everything you desire!

Number 1 secret to manifest your dream life

Discover the missing ingredient and manifest abundance, wealth, health, love and
more...

http://theinnerbuoyancy.com/manifestdreams

Law of attraction + Numerology = Breakthrough

Get your free personalized Numerology Reading...

http://theinnerbuoyancy.com/freenumerologyreading

The REAL reason why the rich stay rich and you keep struggling

Discover how to reshape your brain into a millionaire’s

brain in just one week...

http://theinnerbuoyancy.com/millionairemind

http://theinnerbuoyancy.com/manifestdreams
http://theinnerbuoyancy.com/manifestdreams
http://theinnerbuoyancy.com/freenumerologyreading
http://theinnerbuoyancy.com/freenumerologyreading
http://theinnerbuoyancy.com/millionairemind
http://theinnerbuoyancy.com/millionairemind
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